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Atmospheric Model Introduction
• Atmospheric model used for ASW predictions composed of several 
stages working in sync
– JB2008 Model  
• Jacchia legacy 
• Driven by solar irradiance in extreme to far ultraviolet wavelengths
– HASDM Dynamic Calibration Atmosphere
• Uses calibration satellites to compute corrections to base atmosphere
• Provides definitive atmosphere and 3 day predicted corrections
– Anemomilos Dst Prediction Model
• Provides 6 day prediction of Dst
• Empirical relationships driven by x-ray flare observations
– Solar Indices
• Provides base inputs for model
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Geomagnetic Correction












Integrate dTc over storm(s)
Main Phase: 
Storm Start to Dst Min
dTc n= f(dTc n-1,Dst)
Recovery Phase:
Dst Min to Dst Inflection Point
dTc n = g(dTc n-1,Dst)
Post-recovery Phase:
Dst Inflection Point to Storm End
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Solar Events
• Solar events drive the geomagnetic correction to the model
– When the Disturbance Storm Time (Dst) measure is above -75 nT, model uses 
Jacchia’s ap based temperature correction
– For Dst less than -75 nT, model applies Dst based equations and integrates 
over the storm to find temperature correction
• Anemomilos model currently providing predictive Dst inputs to 
JSpOC model
– Watches for X-ray flares
– Determines if event is geoeffective
– Applies template based on magnitude of X-ray flux
–Does not currently update storm prediction
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Notes: 
Storm not to scale
Storm ends and model returns to ap use when Dst > -75 nT
ap Model denotes where ap is used to calculate geomagnetic effect (dTc)
Dst Model denotes where Dst is used to calculate geomagnetic effect (dTc)
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